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“It really is desolate.”
“It really is different.”
Both phrases are common when an individual
crosses the border at Nogales, AZ and heads
south. You are immediately made aware of
the change in the conditions of the road, the
vista on the horizon and the cleanliness of the
countryside. When few towns have the drivethrough fast food eateries that you would
ordinarily recognize, you know you are in a
foreign country.
Both phrases also identify the spiritual
condition of the villages in which Mission to
the Children works. The desolation is not only
the northern Mexico desert vista; it is also the
condition of the hearts of the inhabitants. With
over 400 years of Catholicism presence in the
area, it is common to see cathedrals or churches
in every village. But the absence of God’s Word
in the local Catholic churches, connected with
the centuries of pagan worship and superstition
descendant from the native Indian tribes, has
left a very desolate vista, spiritually. What
is different is that everything seems to be
Christian, but there is in fact, little Christianity
that is being practiced. Superstition, pagan

religious practices and simple egoism dominate
the spiritual horizon.
That is not the case, not now, at least in
several places in Sonora, Mexico. With the
presence of Mission to the Children and with
my privilege to present God’s Word at the
gatherings, it isn’t so desolate. Instead of a
Christmas focused on a Virgin and her trip to
Bethlehem, Christmas focuses on the birth of
the Virgin’s son. Instead of a lack of earthly gifts,
now heaven showers the greatest gift of all - the
Christchild and the forgiveness that he brings
to the world. Instead of wondering where their

next meal may come from, now they are fed
with the eternal word in the language, culture
and style that is understood by Mexicans from
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ing Mary Ann and I picked up some additional
items at Walmart and then all the volunteers in
two vans proceeded to the Hauser’s where the
presents had been delivered by UPS and began

all kinds of different backgrounds.
That presentation is different, when
compared to what most of us consider familiar
and comfortable. From open air plazas to walled
buildings with corrugated steel roofs, this past
December hundreds upon hundreds of children
and their parents heard God’s Word, sang their
thanks to God and joined me in prayer. No
altars were seen. Few crosses were visible. Yet
a liturgy of thanks, the reading of God’s Word,
its explanation and the benediction was shared
by many.
And that isn’t desolate. Nor is it different. We
thank God that it is present in Mexico, thanks
to the efforts of Mission to the Children.

Mission to the Children
Christmas Trip Report

the work of loading the vans. It was estimated
that we had 1,140 gifts, including extras, to be
by John Kramer
given to almost that many children by name. It’s
This report details the events of 11 - 15
important to load the two vans according to the
December and describes the work of the Mission sequence of posadas to preclude not being able
to the Children volunteers who helped present to get to the proper town’s gifts at the right time.
the Christmas message to the people living in After loading we traveled to the border to change
nine different villages within Sonora, Mexico, money and get our customary blizzards at Dairy
the area in which Mission to the Children does Queen before crossing at the Mariposa station
humanitarian and gospel outreach. Those trav- near Nogales, AZ.
eling with us this year were Dr. Lawrence and
The customs issues were easily handled this
Mary Olson, Karen Kilchenman, Mary Ann and year, declaring $2000 in value of presents beI. Jeff and Lori Hauser were going to be with tween the two vans and paying $249 in customs
us on Friday as they gave a ride to Pastor Tim fees. After passing customs we met Ben and
Flunker. Pastor Tim Flunker was to deliver the Patti outside of Nogales, Sonora to pay for the
Christmas message this year, but couldn’t ar- coupons we were going to distribute in Sasabe
rive until Friday morning. Jeff and Lori Hauser on Sunday.
agreed to pick him up at Grace at 8:30 am and
We stopped in Magdalena for a short rest
drive him to San Jose for the first posada at 1:00 break and dinner and then proceeded to Átil,
pm. The rest of us gathered in Tucson as early as arriving at 11:00 pm.
Wednesday evening, with the exception of Karen
The next morning Dr. Olson and I left early to
who arrived Thursday morning.
pick up Pastor Carlos Becerra in Altar to travel
We needed the two vans to cross and pass to Caborca and pay for the new transmission
through customs on Thursday in order to be sure his car was going to have installed the following
they were ready on Friday. On Thursday morn- week. The payment had to be made at a local
2
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bank, the transaction faxed to the auto-parts
store in Mexicali and then the shipment of the
transmission would begin.
We made it back to Átil in time to begin the
drive to San Jose with two vans full of gifts and
volunteers. We took the back road into San Jose, a
road that hadn’t been deemed safe for us to travel
for several years now. But the Cartel that had
controlled the road has now abandoned it. It’s a
dirt road that meanders through dense stands of
tall saguaro cactus and in late winter the area is
carpeted in yellow flowers. Arriving on time in
San Jose we were met by Pastor Tim who had
just arrived from Tucson with Jeff and Lori. We
waited for more people to arrive and then began
about 20 minutes later with the opening sermon
that could be entitled Jesus is the Gift of Christmas that Lasts Forever. Pastor Tim conducted
the service and Pastor Becerra from Altar read
the Bible passages about our Savior’s birth from
Matthew 1:18-25. After the service the kids broke
the piñata, enjoyed a balloon
race with prizes and then
ate cake and food. It was obvious that the townspeople
enjoyed the posada. Each
child received a wrapped
present with their name on
it. The presents all come
from WISCO and other
Milwaukee schools. These
are gifts that come from our
WELS children to be delivered to Mexican children
living in these poor villages.
Everyone was blessed with
the message of our Savior’s
birth and redeeming act, happy with all the presents, the piñata and food and as we say in Spanish, all were Muy contento. In all the villages the
children showed their appreciation with words
of thanks to us.
At 3:00 pm we repeated everything in La
Sangre and then at 5:00 pm in San Manuel.
That day we shared the message of Christ’s birth
with over 385 people. One mother in San Manuel
was moved by the message about our Savior and

asked Pastor Becerra to arrange for her child’s
baptism. Her child’s name is Anabel. We also ate
three posada dinners in three locations between
1:00 pm and 6:30 pm. Not to eat is to be impolite.
All we could say to one another later that evening
was, “I can’t eat another thing.”
The next morning we made our way to Luz
Marias’ house for a 10:00 am posada in Altar.
Including the usual posada events each of the
town’s people were to receive a bag of food which
included two types of grains; wheat and oats, also;
rice, beans and a small bottle of cooking oil. The
piñata full of hard candy was broken just like
in all the other villages and all the children received a wrapped Christmas present. Afterwards
Luz fed us a lunch of posole soup. We received a
special note of thanks from two sisters in Altar.
They delivered a very nice note of thanks which
I’ll include with this report. [See Page 13.]
All this was repeated in Llano blanco and in
Dieciseis de Septiembre. We finished the last
posada in the dark and then
drove back to Altar and enjoyed a pizza dinner at the
church from a local pizzeria.
We arrived back in Átil at
10:00 pm. About 365 people
participated in our three
posadas that day.
The next day on Sunday morning the posada
in Átil began at 11:00 am.
As we waited to begin the
Christmas message I placed
72 seats in the bodega, the
usual place of our church
services and Bible studies.
As people began to enter the room and find a
seat Pastor Tim asked me when we were going
to begin. I braggingly replied that when all the
seats were filled we’ll begin. When we did begin a
few minutes later not only had all the seats been
filled but also people were listening from behind
the wall behind us and we had an over flow of
almost thirty standing inside and outside. Not
bad for a small town, I thought. The people were
all well groomed and nicely dressed. Pastor Tim,
3
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who has lots of experience in poor Latin countries,
discussed with me how you don’t have to dress
shabbily when poor, you just wear the same one
nice thing everywhere.
Listening to the gospel isn’t a requirement
for humanitarian aid nor for participation at
our posadas. When the Christmas message was
over we found even more people waiting outside
for the festivities to begin. Perhaps the bodega
room is too small and some didn’t feel comfortable squeezing into it. The backyard or “patio”
area, as it is known in Spanish, was filled with
plastic tables and chairs that Graciela had borrowed from a restaurant in town. Mary Ann and
Graciela passed out three fifty-peso coupons to
each family on our list and then we broke the
piñatas and the eating of food and cake began.
The only thing we were missing is loud Mexican
music that is common at fiestas in Mexico. Just
as well, I think.

from Gringolandia who had come to give the baby
Jesus gifts. This was all in jest and good humor,
obviously, and intended to thank all the hundreds
of people whose efforts made this posada possible.
And actually, we don’t do any of this for anyone’s
thanks. All of us play many different parts within
Mission to the Children in bringing the Gospel
to the people of Northern Sonora, Mexico. All of
us are simply responding to the great love that
Jesus has shown us, and therefore helping others
and sharing the Gospel with others is simply an
outpouring of Jesus’ great love for us reflected
to others.
After the Christmas message and the pastorela the piñata was broken and food and cake
was shared. Before the Christmas presents were
distributed, one van with Pastor Tim aboard left
for the next town so that we could begin on time
in our last town, La Reforma.
In La Reforma all was repeated with another
large crowd. After this last posada was finished, a
notable event took place at the store where three
of us went to buy water for everyone as we had
an hour and a half to drive to the border across
the waterless desert. A man at the store thanked
us profusely for making Christmas possible for
the children of La Reforma. He said “I’m happy
to buy your water for you.” The cost was only
a few pesos, but his kind words manifested in
the opening of his wallet made the thanks more
meaningful. That day we shared the gospel with
about 380 people.
We made our way across the desert without
incident except for a little nausea suffered by
back seat passengers due to the curving, climbing, descending and bumpy road. We arrived in
Sasabe in time to drop off the food coupons at
the store. We also met with Pastor Alejandro
Sanchez briefly and then continued to the U.S.
border crossing at 7:00 pm, an hour before the
border closes for the night.
This concludes the details of our 2013 Posada
tour in Sonora. It is difficult to count people in
moving crowds. But from my counts and estimates we served about 1,130 people with our
posada tour this year. That is up from 1,015 we
counted last year. If we include the two churches

At 2:00 pm we traveled to Tubutama where
Almita had a surprise for us. After the Christmas
message the town’s children put on a “pastorela”
or Christmas play of the nativity scene. The
kids all wore homemade costumes including two
devils, an angel, Mary, Joseph and baby Jesus,
shepherds and a few other characters thrown
in. It was the Christmas story with a humorous
twist, which included the names of Maria y Juan”
4
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Trip Report
January 2014

in our tally to which we delivered presents, provided 1,000 pesos for their posadas and in which
their own pastors will deliver the Christmas message, we reached well over 1,200 people this year
with the message of Christ’s great love for them.
That’s a very good Christmas for all of us who
crossed the border, for all who helped in many
different ways on and off, our Board of Directors,
and for all of our donors who made all this possible. That’s a very good Christmas indeed and
the end of a very good year.
One last thing: I’d like to add a special thanks
for those who traveled with us this year; it was a
pleasure and a joy to be able to spend time with
so many fine people who gave up so much of
themselves to help and to share the gospel with
the people of Mexico.

by John Kramer
Mary Ann and I crossed the border at about
noon on Friday the 24th of January. We crossed
the border at Sasabe instead of Nogales as we
were bringing Pastor Alejandro a new computer
and to reconcile the coupon program at the Sasabe store, and transport extra Christmas presents
from storage in Sasabe to storage in Átil. We then
traveled to and spent the night in Átil ready for
our three Bible lessons and despensas on Saturday. We were also going to witness a baptism in
San Manuel on Saturday afternoon and attend
church in Altar on Sunday.
		Saturday morning at 9:00 am found us accomplishing the despensa in Átil with a Bible lesson
on the promises God has given and fulfilled from
Old Testament times through the resurrection of
Jesus and that faith is correctly understood as
trust or confidence in the promises that God has
given us. We then shared food coupons worth

Tubutama
On a visit to Tubutama, we learned of a grandchild that was born on December 12, 2013, to a
young couple in Magdalena and the baby was
born without bone structure on her shoulders or
her arms. Needless to say, her arms hang limply
by her side. The dad earns an equivalent of $60
weekly and out of this he pays for rent, groceries,
all the trips he has to make to take the child for
medical appointments, etc. The cost of living in
Mexico, when it comes to food, is higher in Mexico. So far, we are in the process of arranging
to have the child looked at in the U.S. at a free
clinic in Nogales, Arizona. What we will have to
help with is for their transportation to and from
Nogales and all the incidentals that come with
making this trip.

150 pesos ($12), and numerous articles of clothing and blankets while the children’s lesson was
being taught. We repeated this in Tubutama at
11:00 am and in La Reforma at 1:00 pm.
		After the despensas were finished we drove to
Altar and picked up Pastors Carlos and Gerardo
5
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for the upcoming Sasabe despensa, crossed the
border and arrived at Grace Lutheran in time
for the 5:30 pm Mission to the Children board
meeting.

(Pastor Gerardo is visiting from Juarez, Mexico)
and Luz Maria. We proceeded to San Manuel for
the afternoon baptism arriving before 5:00 pm.
We then met the family including the little boy
about to be baptised, who is 16 months old. The
boy’s name is Angel Ezequiel Carrasco Perez.
The last time we were at this residence was five
or more years previously when Pastor Baerbock
performed a baptism on his older brother. The
sponsors for this baptism happened to be the best
known and most influential family in this part of
Northern Sonora, Jesus Rivera Celaya president
of Tubutama (the ejido not just the town) and his
wife who can be seen in the picture below. Both
Pastors participated in this baptism, a very transcendent ceremony and we all welcomed the new
little member into the family of God. Afterwards
we presented the family with a baby blanket and
certificate of baptism and shared a meal of meat

Altar
Luz Maria Quihuis Mendez is our volunteer
in this town. The town of Altar recently honored Luz
Maria on “El dia de la Mujer” – a day designated to
honor exceptional women.
Mission to the Children
recently received a donation of medical supplies
that included leg prosthesis,
etc. Luz immediately knew
what to do with them. She
took them to a clinic and
presented them to the staff.
They were so grateful and
said they could definitely
use them. The person in
charge said that the supplies
would be lent out to whoever needed them and when
they no longer needed them
they would be returned to
the clinic so that someone else could use them.
When we took a large donation of children’s clothes,
all about the same size, she and Pastor Carlos Becerra
took them to an elementary school in Llano Blanco (one
of our villages) and asked to speak to the principal. The
principal was so moved that he immediately interrupted
all the classes and called everyone together in the patio
to receive this wonderful gift and to personally thank
Mission to the Children for this donation. Luz has also
hosted youth groups from Wisconsin on their summer
breaks and she did it for ten years. Luz is just one example of some of our wonderful volunteers we have in
our other villages. We are very proud to have them.

tacos the family prepared over an open fire. On
Sunday Pastor Mike Hartman arrived in Átil at
9:00 am. We shared coffee and Mike presented
ideas about future plans that World Missions is
contemplating. We then drove in separate vans
to Altar to attend the 11:00 am church service at
El Buen Pastor. After the service we conducted
a despensa and then driving to Sasabe we delivered new brake pads to Pastor Alejandro (we
had purchased them in Caborca) paid the store
6
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Trip Report
February, 22-24, 2014

explanation of how Nicodemus came to Jesus in
the night to ask him certain questions, and so I
asked the people to write down questions they
would like to ask Jesus if he was seated here with
This trip began at 09:20 am on Saturday at the us. Here below are the most significant questions
Tucson airport. Mary Ann picked me up and we that people wrote to Jesus presented according to
immediately headed to a few stores to get what the town they live in.
we needed. Crossing the border at noon we met
Benjamine and Patricia for lunch to discuss the La Reforma
property we wish to purchase from them for a 1. Why do you insist that we be perfect, love each
church building in Sasabe, Sonora. The lunch took other perfectly and love you perfectly?
some time putting us two hours late for the first 2. Why cannot we do your will perfectly and thereof four despensas. We arrived just before 6:00 pm fore be saved?
for the 4:00 pm Átil despensa, but all was well as 3. We know everything you do is perfect but why
we were able to call ahead and warn them of our is there so much sickness in children that are so
lateness.
pure of heart?
4. What is my purpose in life?
5. If Jesus was here I’d ask him to forgive my
sins.
6. Why is there so much violence in the world and
so many bad people?
7. Why is it you exist to make each of us perfect?
8. Is there really a party in heaven when we pass
from this life and enter heaven?
9. Why is forgiveness of sins necessary and how
did you come back to life?
10. After this life will we live again?

Tubutama
1. Why don’t you make good people out of bad
ones?
2. Why is there so much crime and misfortune in
the world.
3. Why are there people so poor they don’t have
food to eat?
4. Why do sicknesses exist? Why are there wars?
Why is there hunger in the world?
5. Why don’t we recognize all the good that God
has given us?
6. Why aren’t all of us the same having been created in the likeness of God?
7. Why don’t you send rain when we need it for
the crops?
8. Why are children mean to their parents?
9. Why did I become an orphan at such a young
age?

The Bible study was on John Chapter 3; the
message Jesus had for Nicodemus. The next
time Nicodemus appears in the Bible is after the
death of our Savior, he placed Jesus’ body in the
tomb. Perhaps that was a faith filled response to
the words Jesus shared with him that first night.
This message was shared with the adults and also
the children. We then were able to share a large
quantity of children’s size 5 shoes and beautiful
children’s clothing received from a donor. The
Bible study that was presented in all three villages is significant in that it began with a brief
7
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10. Why do we die for our sins?
11. Why did you rise on the third day?
12. Why can’t we fulfill our obligations to you?

10. If you are so close to me why don’t you answer
me when I pray about my doubts?
11. Why do good people suffer?
12. Is there life after death?
13. Why do some have more than others?
14. Why are you so good to us and don’t ask for
anything in return?
15. Why do good people die and bad people continue living and hurting others?
16. Why did you let men invent money, it causes
so much grief?

There were also many other statements of thanks
that represented a faith response to Jesus’ presence in their lives, and also petitions asking
for Jesus’ help concerning problems they were
experiencing. There were about 100 responses.
The above questions are listed to show that a lot
of work remains to be done in the way of Bible
lessons for the people in these villages. I wonder
what the response would be if we did the same
exercise in our American congregations?
Last month we brought donated medical devices for sprained or broken limbs and associated
home care. We gave them to Luz Maria in Altar
to be presented to the paramedical group. Luz
reported back to us that the paramedics were very
pleased to receive these devices and will loan them
out as needed by patients. Here below is a picture
of the presentation of these donated items. Luz

Átil
1. Why do we have to die? Does a new life wait for
us afterwards?
2. How long will this world continue like this with
bad things happening everywhere?
3. Why did you come into the world?
4. If you can cure us from all sickness why do we
get sick?
5. Why do we exist? Why do we die? Why is there
so much crime?
6. Why is there poverty? Why is there injustice?
7. Why are we so poor?
8. Will you save my son who is on the wrong path
which is going away from you?

is the second from the left in the picture wearing
the sweater.
In Átil we received a request from the town’s
president for the donation of a fifteen- passenger
van to carry the children to various out of town
events. If we would supply the van they would pay
for the changing over of the title which normally
costs about $1,000 U.S.
We stopped in Saric to deliver a gift from a
donor for Cristina Perez’s daughter, Martha,
who just had her Quinceañera [15th birthday]
last week. We also performed a despensa in Altar
and provided for the monthly despensa in Sasabe.

9. Why did you take away my father? (Another
said the same about her mother.)
8
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President’s Message

Since Mission to the Children was soon to decide
whether to participate and partner with WELS
World Missions in a new style of ministry that is
so far untried in this part of Mexico we canvassed
all our town leaders and pastors whether they
believed there would be participation in a Web/
internet-based ministry with quarterly three day
training conferences held in Nogales, Sonora. Although there were many polite responses, 100%
of those canvassed suggested that there would be
almost zero participation by people in our area in
this type of ministry. It was happily received by
people in our churches and villages. We thought
we needed more copies there were so many happy
recipients. Yet canvasing the people a month
later we couldn’t find anyone who had actually
viewed the movie. A story was of a grandson born
without bones in his arms. The dad makes $60 a
week and with that takes care of his family and
their newborn’s many trips to the hospital in far
off cities. People remarked that so many of their
elderly family members have died in the last
two months that they find themselves attending
many funerals. These are the types of problems
and challenges people are facing in our area of
Mexico. These events are helpful only in that they
give us opportunity to witness to those that suffer
and allow us to point to the great and wonderful
promises that Jesus has made to all of us and that
we also find fulfilled in him.

God’s promises: Unchanging; reliable; to be
grasped and clung to; eternal. God’s desire: For
“all men to be saved and come to the knowledge
of the truth.” I Timothy 2:4.
Being a Mission to the Children volunteer: Unpredictable; challenging; filled with surprises;
witnessing God’s amazing grace; standing humbly in the shadow of the cross.
While always tenuous, during the latter part
of 2013 violence in the areas of Northern Sonora
that we are privileged to serve appears to have
stabilized, thus allowing our volunteers to take
Bible lessons, church services and humanitarian aid into areas that have been “on hold” for
the past three years. A current lack of enough
Spanish-speaking volunteers continues to prevent us from re-entering some villages that are
requesting our return. Pray that our Lord provides more workers for the harvest.
Mission to the Children is a recipient of a special unanticipated blessing! Shepherd Lutheran
Church in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is commissioning John Kramer as a Minister of Hispanic
Outreach for the next three years. Part of his call
involves continuing his current work in Sonora
Shepherd Lutheran Church in
Albuquerque commisions John Kramer
Minister of Hispanic Outreach

Atil

with Mission to the Children. Having completed
his Staff Minister training, John will be able to
do so much more! Details are being finalized with
the proper officials. What an awesome benefit we
see for the families in Sonora!
With many changes occurring in World Missions and the Latin American ministry in particular, the Mission to the Children Board has
been approached with opportunities to partner
in new ways with WELS outreach. At a special
board meeting following personal contemplation and prayer, the Board voted unanimously
to participate in this expanded ministry if and
when we are asked.

On a recent visit to Atil, while handing out humanitarian aid, (food coupons), a young boy came
to sign for the coupons because his father was not
present and his mother is deceased. It was noticed
that the boy obviously had a vision problem as he
had to put his face down very close to the form to
see where he had to sign. Upon talking with the
volunteer, we learned that his father hadn’t taken
him to have his eyes checked due to lack of money.
I informed the volunteer to talk to the dad and
to let him know that if he took the boy in to have
his eyes checked we would reimburse him for the
medical and transportation expenses. As of now,
the dad has not taken him.
9
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Following several months of discussion, Mission to the Children has now been offered an opportunity to purchase the building and property
where El Cordero de Dios (Lamb of God) church
meets in Sasabe. We have rented this house for
more than twenty years. The goal is to build
a chapel for worship and utilize the existing
building as a ministry center and Sunday school
rooms. This is indeed a major undertaking for
Mission to the Children and the congregation
and all are excited about the prospect of designing their own chapel.
Hiring of an additional evangelist for Northern Sonora is becoming a reality! Mrs. Ellen Weber of Rio Rancho, New Mexico, a long-time supporter of Mission
to the Children,
Hiring an additional
is implementing a
special three-year
evangelist for Sonora!
collection with
this goal in mind.
Please see further information in the newsletter
(Page 14).
Additionally, this ministry was blessed by
the presence of Missionary Timothy Flunker
(Hispanic Outreach Consultant, WELS Board for
Home Missions) for the Christmas posadas. This
was his first trip to the area served by Mission
to the Children and we are grateful for his time
and expertise. See his impressions in the body
of this newsletter (Page 1).
Lastly, as chair of this vital and growing mission effort, I am totally blessed by a dedicated
board and their commitment to spreading God’s
Word in Mexico — and to my “right arm” Mary
Ann Rosas, our office manager. Volunteer John
Kramer, who works with our pastors and Mexican volunteers along with Mary Ann, is indispensable to carrying on the day-to-day work. The
expertise of Pastor Timothy Westendorf of the
Latin America Administrative Committee and
the guidance of Pastor Michael Hartman, Mission Coordinator of the Confessional Evangelical
Lutheran Church of Mexico, are invaluable.
Luke 6:38: “Give and it will be given to you.
A good measure, pressed down, shaken together
and running over, will be poured into your lap.”
To God be the glory!

Ways to Get Involved with
Mission to the Children
Material donations: these allow us to do
humanitarian aid that would otherwise be limited due to budget constraints. While we are so
grateful for the quilts, caps, sweaters and mittens, we are well supplied for the current year.
We are asking that you consider focusing on some
of the following:
a. School supplies will be in great demand this
year. Especially desired are back packs.
b. Christmas gifts or Walmart gift cards.
c. Christian books and secular stories in Spanish or Spanish/English for all ages.
Monetary Donations: These are of course
critical to the existence of the mission. The money
is used to pay the salaries for the two pastors,
provide homes and transportation for them, repair the churches and pay for all ministry needs.
Computers and internet are a must for them!
Cash donations also provide us the opportunity
to give food coupons to the neediest families and
to provide a limited amount of medical care.
a. Most donations go into the general fund
unless designated otherwise.
b. You can direct your Thrivent Choice Dollars
to Mission to the Children. You make your
choice each quarter.
c. Special funds are being set up for the purchase of the property in Sasabe and building the
new chapel; mark your donation “building fund.”
For the three-year commitment to the evangelist
project, mark your donation with an “M.”
Some ideas might be to host a yard-sale for
Mission to the Children; host a coffee or a meal at
your church where donations would go to Mission
to the Children; request a special presentation
with a speaker and program. We are so grateful
for each and every dollar and realize that our
Lord blesses each offering.
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Apologies in Order

Becerra to do the Bible lessons for adults and children.
		The next morning someone got up early and with
Some of you may not have received thank-you a servants heart made coffee for everyone and put out
notes for your material donations this past year. breakfast breads. As we poured our coffee a few minutes
This frequently happens when many boxes ar- later the milk curdled horribly in the coffee. Dumping
rive at the same time or items show up with no the milk down the drain we used another milk product
note to indicate where which also curdled horribly. Come to find out there was
a thank-you should nothing wrong with the milk and only that the coffee was
be sent. Most have
been lacking due
to Ruth not having
enough hours in the
day to get it all done
(or could it be that
she is getting old??
Nah!) Please know
that your generosity
and talent displayed
in all the lovely items
you make and send are so appreciated on both
sides of the border. There are times we are overwhelmed by your loving caring for these brothers
and sisters across the border!! Please do not be
deterred in your love, prayers and generosity to
these families in need. Your gifts are indeed a
“Bridge to the Gospel.”
made with lemon water. Oops! In Mexico they sell lemon
flavored drinking water in bottles identical to regular
bottled water stating “Bonafont, Agua ligera”...and in
fine print “Sabor Limón” (easy water, lemon flavor).
After discovering the water was the problem, the crisis
Trip Report
was over. We remade the coffee and settled down to a
morning of preparing for the despensas. Two weeks ago
March 28-30, 2014
my iPhone had “blown up.” another story for another
by John Kramer
Ryan Vanek from Beautiful Savior drove from time, but I had lost everyone’s phone numbers in Mexico
Las Vegas, NV, leaving at 4:00 am and arriving at Grace and had only email to communicate and coordinate with,
Lutheran in Tucson at 11:00 am. He was met by Mary so we had to fine tune our schedule in person. This meant
Ann and Maria Chiquita Gutierrez at Grace. They then that Saturday would only have two afternoon despensas
picked me up at the Tucson airport. Crossing the border and the third despensa would be Sunday morning before
we met Ben and Patti for a late lunch to discuss and church in Altar. Two more despensas were to be held at
agree on the Sasabe property’s purchase. We were able the two churches on Sunday as well.
to come to a tentative agreement. We also dropped off 		Those who provide monetary and material support
two boxes of clothes for a local orphanage with Patti. We are, along with us, working to spread the Lord’s blessings
continued to Magdalena for some purchases and then to to those in need. Jesus gives us our model; we work at
sharing his saving Word and we help the poor according
Altar arriving at Luz’s house at 7:30 pm.
		Meeting at “El Puente” restaurant with Pastor Becerra to the blessings he has given us. Any praise for what we
we agreed on plans to begin again the despensa in Llano do as Volunteers and as Donors belongs to God. Thanks
Blanco, Luz making plans to order the food and Pastor be to God for the wonderful work done by Mission to the
11
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Children over all the years. John and Mary Ann show so
much love and talent in what they are doing in Sonora,
Mexico and, in return Mexico loves them back! The
people are very responsive to the word of God. You can
tell they are very happy and grateful for everything we
were there to do. It is a lifeline in many ways for many
people.

A Visitor’s Fresh Perspective
by Ryan Vanek

Day 1
		We did some last minute preparations and picked up
another lady, María, who also came along. After picking
up John Kramer at the airport we headed for the border.
We stopped to have lunch in Nogales with Patti and her
husband Ben. They are both very helpful in offering
their property in Sasabe for Mission to the Children to
purchase in our hope of building a church there. After
lunch we headed deeper into Mexico. We picked up a
sweet lady named Luz and also Pastor Carlos. We had
dinner as we discussed details for this weekend and for
future despensas. There is a lot of coordination that needs
to continually be accomplished. After dinner we headed
deeper into Mexico to Mission to the Children’s house
in Atil.
Day 2
		In the morning we went down the street to meet a
very nice couple Rafael and Alicia. They own the store
in Atil where we buy back the food coupons we pass
out. John stayed at the house to make more coffee and
go over the Bible lessons for the day and I was able to
meet some of the people that live in town. Everyone was
so welcoming to us. We went to two different towns that
afternoon; Tubutama and La Reforma. Señor Kramer
taught on John Chapter 4 at both towns. I took the kids
afterward to color a photo of Jesus and the Samaritan
women at the well. The kids love to color and love hearing about Jesus. At La Reforma the people asked many
questions and were very responsive to the Word of God.
My heart melted when one of the kids called me “maestro” (teacher). There were many blessings today for all
of us. It was awesome to connect with the kids! Praise
God for this opportunity and the blessings he gives us!
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Day 3
		We did the despensa at the house in Atil today. Señor Kramer did the Bible study with the adults and I
took the kids to the back yard to talk about John 4 and
color. A great turn out in Atil! It is awesome to see how
happy every one is to see us. These people really need
this assistance. We finished up, packed up and went to
the church in Altar where Pastor Carlos preaches. I was
happy to enjoy a Sunday service and take the Lord’s
supper. This last day was busy and we pressed on to

pay more stores for more coupons. Our last stop was in
Sasabe where Pastor Alexandro was having his church
service. I stayed outside talking with a few kids but, after
meeting with Pastor, I wish I would have seen the last
part of his sermon. What a caring and giving man! To
me this town felt like it needed the most help. It also felt
like everything was okay because there is a great Pastor
leader helping the people.
Wrapping up:
		It is truly amazing to see all that Mission to the Children does to help people. They give out food coupons
so the people can get food from local stores; therefore
being part of the local economy. Every town received
some of the donated materials we brought along in the
van... baby clothing, school supplies, blankets, etc. Some
items were donated from Lutherans in Las Vegas which
I brought along in my car and other items came from
donors all across the United States. John and Mary Ann
have built great relationships with the people in Mexico
and with the store owners and also with our two local
Pastors. These relationships work in conjunction with
great need to give us opportunity to share God’s Word
with welcoming, friendly people. More is needed! The
people are very grateful we are there. Some of their
struggles are urgent. Mission to the Children brings help.
The word of God gives them eternal hope giving peace
to spiritual struggles. Praise be to God for this ministry
and all they do and have done over the years.
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Note of Thanks from Altar

Letter translation:

Hello to whom this letter corresponds. My sister and I would like to thank you and give you many thanks for the
presents and for everything that you do for us and we hope you have a very good health. Bye, Bye, until next time
from Reyna and Jazmin living in Altar. We love you very much and many thanks. Have a prosperous new year!
13
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A Unique Opportunity to Aid a Mission Field
A long-time supporter of Mission to the Children from New Mexico has formulated, and is
implementing, a unique program that will help fund an additional evangelist for Northern Sonora,
Mexico for three years. Her words follow:
We have a three-year plan to directly support an additional evangelist through Mission to the Children. The Board has approved this and is excited! The amount needed is only $500 per month.
We are asking individual members, whose heart is moved by this mission, to be part of this
program. Ten people in any one church each giving $10 per month will be $100! Fantastic!! (The
$10 relates to one trip for two through McDonald’s drive-through for lunch.)
The program is working ahead to start June 2014 and go through May 2017. It is important for
the mission to know they have our support for this time frame.
We are so excited to be given this opportunity, please join us! Thank you ahead of time!
Questions: Contact Mrs. Ellen Weber at 877-932-3726 (work) or 505-892-6132 (home) for instructions on how to donate to this special fund. Please see the form below or visit the Mission to
the Children website.

Mission to the Children
In support of a Mexican Lutheran Evangelist/parish assistant……2014-2017
Name_________________________________________________
Street address___________________________________________
City__________________________State________Zipcode____________
Email___________________________Phone______________________
Monthly gift_______________
Church ________________________________
So many thanks for your making this possible!!!!!
*****Please print a “M” in the memo section of your check for this project
or a “M” on the outside of the envelope.
Send to:
WELS Mission to the Children
PO Box 42223
Tucson, AZ 85733
Together we can make this all happen.
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Mission to the Children
P.O. Box 42223
Tucson, AZ 85733
520-791-2129

Atil & Altar Area
		 John Kramer
			 jcubkramer@comcast.net
		 Mary Ann Rosas
			 520-622-0556
			 info@missiontothechildren.org

President
Ruth Schaller
		 520-572-6686
		 spahnruth@comcast.net
Secretary
Karen Manning
		 520-241-0909 					
		 KarensJourney@cox.net

Medical Advisor
Ruth Schaller
		 520-572-6686
		 spahnruth@comcast.net

Treasurer
Beckie Grube
		 520-237-1606
		 momzpink@hushmail.com

Pastoral Advisor
Pastor Aaron Mueller
amueller@lutheranchurchtucson.com

Office Manager
Mary Ann Rosas
		 520-622-0556
		 marosas1@hotmail.com

Newsletter Editor & Publisher
Kent & Sandra Phillips
		 520-546-5888
		 Kent.Phillips@q.com

Area Directors

Chairman, Administrative Committee for
Latin America
Pastor Timothy Westendorf
		 teewest@yahoo.com

Sasabe
		 Vacant
Saric/Cerro Prieto
		 Vacant

We plan to have a Mission to the Children booth at the
LWMS Annual Convention in Dallas at the end of June. Ruth
Schaller will be there to meet many of you.
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